Daily Incident/Fire Log

August 29, 2018 – Report #18-0495 – 9:05 a.m. SUSPICIOUS PERSON – MILLENNIUM STUDENT CENTER. UMSL PD attempted to locate an UMSL student that made some concerning comments. Student was contacted later in the afternoon. Disposition: Report taken.

August 29, 2018 – Report #18-0496 – 11:06 a.m. SICK CASE – EXPRESS SCRIPTS. An Express Scripts employee was transported to the hospital via ambulance after experiencing stomach pain and difficulty breathing. Disposition: Report taken.


August 29, 2018 – Report #18-0498 – 2:33 p.m. PEACE DISTURBANCE – MILLENNIUM STUDENT CENTER. UMSL PD responded to a disturbance near Subway, two students were escorted from the area. Disposition: Report taken.


August 29, 2018 – Report #18-0500 – 1:01 p.m. SUSPICIOUS PERSON – MILLENNIUM STUDENT CENTER. UMSL PD escorted an individual from the campus after they were observed removing items from the trashcan. Disposition: Report taken.


August 29, 2018 – Report #18-0502 – 9:45 p.m. FOUND PROPERTY – MARILLAC HALL. A found laptop was turned in to UMSL PD, owner notified, held for safe-keeping. Disposition: Report taken.

August 29, 2018 – Report #18-0503 – 10:40 p.m. LOST ITEM – MILLENNIUM STUDENT CENTER. An UMSL student reported a purse left in an office, item was retrieved on 8/30/18. Disposition: Report taken.